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HW1: Tumblr Is Back 

Due Thursday, February 28th at 11:59 PM. This assignment is expected to take roughly 

4 - 5 hours. Office hours and Piazza are HIGHLY recommended for this assignment. 

Start early!  

Motivation 
Blogging is a big part of computer science; it’s always in a programmers best interest 

to keep up to date with modern paradigms and pay it forward through their own blog. 

Technical writing is an extremely valuable skill as it bolsters your understanding of 

technical concepts and conveys to others (employers, peers, enemies etc.) that you’re 

passionate about what you blog about. 

From self-hosted solutions such as Jekyll to all-in-one solutions like Medium, comput-

er scientists have come up with a lot of different ways to maintain a blog. In this as-

signment, you will create yet another: a (relatively) simple Python server that uses the 

file system as its database to render Markdown as HTML. 
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Specification 
We will develop a Flask application that supports both frontend HTML pages for end 

users and a REST API for third party developers. The routes to be implemented are 

specified below. This assignment is meant to be developed from scratch, including 

importing packages from the pip  registry. Feel free to consult the Flask boilerplate 

code provided in lecture. Collaboration with one other student is permitted but all 

students must submit their own assignment. 

HTML Pages 

The default route GET / should render an HTML page that has information about you! 

Be sure to include your name, major, pronouns, a picture of you, and a fun fact. This is 

your personal website/blog - be sure to customize it however you’d like! It is up to you 

to design these pages. All HTML pages must use a CSS framework to make things 

look pretty. Look into https://getbootstrap.com/ or https://bulma.io/ and use their 

quickstart code as a starter template for importing their CSS. We will give extra credit 

for particularly well designed splash pages! 

The route at GET  /blog  should render an HTML page that lists all the blog posts 

available, including links to each post using an <a> tag with an href that points to the 

route /blog/post_file_name. How will we retrieve all the blog posts? The server 

will maintain (that you initialize yourself) a folder called posts that contains a collec-

tion of Markdown files (one for each post). When we want to view the post in our 

browser, the server will open the corresponding Markdown file and read its contents 

into memory. For example, since I blog a lot about coffee, my posts  folder might 

https://getbootstrap.com/
https://bulma.io/
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have the file posts/brewing.md that I can read at GET /blog/brewing. The post 

contents can be arbitrary but write some fun stuff to entertain the 192 staff! You can 

assume only .md files are present in posts/. 

Iterating through the file names of a folder can be done using the following code (re-

placing path/to/jawns with the path to your files i.e. posts/):  

[f for f in os.listdir("path/to/jawns") if 
os.path.isfile(os.path.join("path/to/jawns", f))]

Each returned file can then be opened using with open and readlines(). Read all 

the files and their associated contents and store them in memory (using a list of dictio-

naries or a custom class). Be sure to generate human-readable titles and subtitles us-

ing only the first two lines of the raw Markdown file. For the example given below, the 

autogenerated title should be “My First Post“ and the subtitle should be “Welcome!”. 

Incorporate this into your HTML of the blog/post pages.  

 HALF WAY POINT (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBZp9IZFdTU) 

The routes with the pattern GET  /blog/post_file_name  should render an HTML 

page that converts the raw Markdown content into HTML using a Python package 

called markdown2. Refer to the package documentation for its API on converting 

Markdown to HTML. Note that we can pass Python strings to our views using {{ data 

}}, but we can render raw HTML using the safe flag (e.g. {{ data|safe }}). We 

will need the safe flag in order to ensure Flask renders the HTML accordingly instead 

of just printing the HTML code onto the screen. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBZp9IZFdTU
https://github.com/trentm/python-markdown2
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Recall that we can retrieve the value post_file_name from the current route /blog/

post_file_name  in Flask by including the parameter name as a positional argu-

ment:  

@app.route("/blog/<post_file_name>")

def post(post_file_name):

print("The blog's file name is " + post_file_name)

and querying the posts using their file names (since they are unique). 

API Routes 

We also want to be able to expose the contents of our blog through REST. Create a 

route at GET /api/blog that should return a JSON list of the blog posts, containing 

their title, their file name and their raw Markdown content. An example output re-

turned looks like this (note the \n character denotes a new line): 

{

"status": 200,

"message": "Successfully obtained posts!",

"posts": [

{

"file_name": "my_first_post",

"title": "My First Post",

"subtitle": "Welcome!",

"content": "# My First Post \n ## Welcome! \n Blah blah"

}

]

}

Finally, we want to be able to insert into our database through REST. Create a route at 

POST /api/blog  that takes in as parameters the file name of a new Markdown file 
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and its raw content as Markdown. This route should expect JSON formatted data (i.e. 

application/json).  

However, we don’t want just anybody to be able to publish posts. Protect the route by 

also supplying a password parameter (whose hash can be hardcoded server side) and 

compare the hashes (don’t compare plaintext passwords). Recall we can hash strings 

using the hashlib library as follows: 

hashlib.sha224(b"password goes here").hexdigest()

You can test the POST functionality by using Postman (available for free) or using the 

Unix command curl. An example call using curl to POST into the server would look 

like this: 

curl --header "Content-Type: application/json" \

  --request POST \

  --data '{"file_name":"what_is_love", "content":"# Dont Hurt Me", 
"password":"192islove192islife"}' \

  http://localhost:5000/api/blog

Note the only three parameters we need to specify are the file name, the content and 

the password. Routes made through the API should return a JSON response including 

status code and a human-readable message. If a post does not exist, the API should 

return a 404 and associated human-readable messages. 
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Extra Credit 

1. Deploy your blog onto some cloud hosting service such as AWS or Digital 

Ocean. Feel free to refer to online tutorials. (5%) 

2. Write an actual blog post about programming! It can be anything you like, 

provided it’s around 400ish words and the staff reads something interest-

ing! We are assuming the Honour Code here for plagiarism. (5%)  

Submission and Grading 
This assignment will be graded manually and will be evaluated on correctness and 

overall project design (including style). Create a file named README.md in the root di-

rectory of your project. This README file should document your routes (with named 

parameters!) and any design considerations you made, any collaborators, and any ex-

tra credit. The README file should also include information on how to run the server. 

Be sure to pip freeze into requirements.txt so the staff know what third party 

packages are used. 

Finally, zip the project and submit through the Canvas site.


